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Abstract: van der Waals interactions occur in all molecules and intermolecular complexes but are poorly
described by the most widely used electronic structure framework. This paper addresses the efforts pursued in
our laboratory to improve the performance of standard density functional approximations and deliver modern
strategies to analyze and fine-tune the underlying physics of intra- and intermolecular interactions.
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Weak noncovalent interactions (i.e.
dispersion) govern countless chemical
phenomena ranging from complex supra
molecular architectures to the condensed
phases of nonpolar organic molecules.
They are also responsible for the intercala
tion of DNA exploited in chemotherapeu
tic treatments and for the regiodivergent
pathways at the heart of asymmetric ca
talysis. On this basis, quantum chemistry
represents a practical tool to determine
how best to fully utilize these omnipresent
interactions and elucidate their underlying
physics. The research effort in our labora
tory has been placed on extending the set of
computational tools available through the
development of improved and innovative
approaches that accurately describe, char
acterize and interpret the nature of non
covalent interactions.[1] Over the last few
years, we have tackled some of the known
deficiencies of standard densityfunctional

approximations for treating challenging
dispersion interactions present not only
in van der Waals complexes but in all sys
tems and molecules.[2–4] Our contributions
include the elaboration of atom pairwise
energy corrections that account for disper
sion between and within molecules.[5–9]
Along with improving the description of
intra and intermolecular interactions joint
ly, we also engaged in the development of
original theoretical approaches for ana
lyzing and describing phenomena under
pinned by noncovalent interactions.[10–15]
This article highlights some of our main
achievements along these directions, as il
lustrated in Scheme 1.

Accurate Treatment of Non-
covalent Interactions

Our research is essentially built upon
the framework of KohnSham density

Scheme 1.
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debated,[49–52] direct comparison with ex
periment undertaken in condensed phase
should be done with care. There is no
doubt that having access to accurate ex
perimental reference values in both gas[46]
and crystalline phase[50] would be benefi
cial to further investigate this matter. The
proper description of binding energies in
the excitedstates also holds the promise
of additional challenges, as current atom
pairwise dispersion corrections are not
devised to capture the fundamental differ
ence between ground and excited states.

Analyzing Non-covalent
Interactions

Though extremely powerful and ap
plicable to relatively large molecules, the
quantum chemistry methods currently
used (and used in the previous section)
rely on sophisticated quantities such as the
electronic density or the multidimensional
wavefunction. On this basis, chemical in
sight is often lost in the complexity of the
employed method, and the output data be
comemore difficult to rationalize than data
obtained through very simple approxima
tions (e.g. Hückel theory). If one wishes
to gain further insight into the origin of
the phenomena governing noncovalent
interactions, it is essential to not only
know the total energy, electron density or
geometry, but also the contributions from
individual types of energy contributions
(electrostatics, Pauli repulsion, dispersion,
polarization, and charge transfer) or the re
lationships between chemical patterns and
properties of interest. For this purpose, the
computational community has been devel
oping valuable tools ranging from rigorous
energy decomposition schemes to simple
qualitative models. Our laboratory has ex
pended a great deal of effort to introduce
original quantum chemical approaches
that specifically enhance understanding of
the nature of inter and intramolecular in
teractions.[10–15]

For instance, we have broadened the
field of applicability of energy decompo
sition schemes based on both the super
molecular[13] approach and perturbation
theory.[10] As stressed earlier, dispersion
interactions are not only dominate in the
binding of van der Waals complexes, but
occur within all molecules. We have ad
dressed a very difficult, yet pressing issue:
the energy decomposition of noncovalent
interactions occurringwithin molecules.[10]
Among the various existing intermolecu
lar decomposition schemes, Symmetry
Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT)[53]
may be considered amongst the most suc
cessful, but an equivalent energy decom
position scheme available for intramolecu-
lar interactions is lacking.[11] The deriva

functional theory (DFT),[16] which offers
a robust formalism and provides a practi
cal balance of accuracy and computational
cost for relatively large systems. In the
context of chemistry, the breakthrough
point occurred in mid1990s with the in
troduction[17] and implementation,[18] of
the B3LYP functional. B3LYP not only
provided accurate geometries but also
good thermochemistry for a broad range
of molecules and reaction pathways.
Despite these advantages, the commonly
used functional approximations (includ
ing B3LYP) intrinsically fail to recover the
R6 attractive form characteristic of disper
sion interactions.[19–22] The most obvious
failures occur in situations where van der
Waals interactions dominate the total bind
ing energy, as exemplified by the repulsive
interaction between neutral monomers at
standard DFT levels. Note, however, that
London dispersion interactions are ubiq
uitous; occurring between and within all
molecules and governing key structural
and electronic phenomena in chemis
try, biology and material sciences. Over
the last decade, the ‘dispersion problem’
stimulated a considerable amount of de
velopment in the density functional theory
community following several distinct strat
egies.[23] Achievements include the intro
duction of fully nonlocal van der Waals
functionals (see e.g. refs [24] and [25]),
the reintroduction of the dependence on
virtual orbitals borrowed from wavefunc
tionbased theory,[26–30] the construction of
dispersioncorrected atomcentered poten
tials,[31,32] the fitting of flexible functional
form (e.g. M062X[33]) and the atompair
wise a posteriori energy corrections (see
e.g. refs [34–40]). Atom pairwise disper
sion corrections, perhaps, are the more
commonly used approach to account for
dispersion, but more recent schemes have
also addressed the inclusion of manybody
effects[41] and the importance of anisot
ropy.[42]

Atom pairwise dispersion corrections
constitute a pragmatic and efficient solu
tion that consists in adding the missing 1/
R6 energy correction terms a posteriori to
a DFT computation:

(1)Edisp = − fd (Rij )
C6ij
Rig6i> j

Nat

∑
i=1

Nat

∑

where N
at
is the number of atoms in the

molecule or complex, R
ij
is the internuclear

distance between atom i and j and C
6
ij is the

associated dispersion coefficients. f
d
(R

ij
) is

a damping function that serves to attenuate
or switch off the energy correction at short
er distances where the density functional
approximation behaves properly. The
pragmatic approach, originally proposed

for HartreeFock[43] prior to having an in
cidence on the DFT community,[44] gained
popularity through Grimme’s work under
the DFTD acronym.[34–36] Multiple flavors
were subsequently developed, ranging
from the classical schemes in which the
C

6
coefficients and the damping function

parameter are tabulated a priori to system
dependent[37] and even densitydependent
corrections.[6–9,38–40] Interested readers are
referred to refs [1,23,24] for more informa
tion on available approaches.

In contrast to other schemes, our pri
mary concern was not to establish a cor
rection for improving the description of
intermolecular complexes but rather to
create a variant that accounted for disper
sion interactions present within molecules
without any deterioration of the descrip
tion of longerrange intermolecular inter
actions.[1,4–9] Our strategy emphasized the
introduction of more physics into both
the damping function and the dispersion
coefficients (i.e. the two characteristic in
gredients of a dispersion correction), ulti
mately resulting with the incorporation of
densitydependency in both ingredients[6,7]
as illustrated by our most established cor
rection, dDsC.[8] This approach was shown
to improve the interaction energy of a vari
ety of standard density functionals simul
taneously for both typical intermolecular
complexes and shorterrange interactions
occurring within molecules.

We have recently reviewed our contri
butions to this domain[1] and will refrain
from discussing additional details and
overall performance characteristics of
dDsC here. Instead, we consider relevant
examples that highlight the manifestation
of intramolecular dispersion interactions
and stress the importance of consistently
using a dispersion correction. Fig. 1 nice
ly illustrates this by comparing the DFT
(dDsC) reaction energies, geometries, and
dynamic trajectories in the gas phase. The
errors from highlevel reference values of
the noncorrected B3LYP reaction ener
gies (A and B) are striking, but agreement
is restored if B3LYPdDsC is used. In C,
underestimation of the πstacking inter
action leads to an overestimation of the
interring distances at the B3LYP level.[8]
D magnificently demonstrates how this
overestimation accumulates in a Born
Oppenheimer molecular dynamic trajec
tory, ultimately resulting in a qualitatively
incorrect evolution of the intermolecular
distance over time.[45] Obviously, the ex
amples given in Fig. 1 are based on gas
phase, ground state situations. They do not
directly mirror those experimental condi
tions present in condensed phase or pro
cesses occurring in the excited state.While
the reliability of dispersioncorrected en
ergy trends to reproduce solution phase or
solid state conditions has been frequently
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between enhanced charge carrier mobility
and electronic compactness.[14,61]

Together, these approaches have al
ready enhanced our fundamental compre
hension of phenomena governed by inter
molecular and intramolecular interactions.
Our current effort is focused on applying
newly acquired knowledge concerning
noncovalent interactions to systems rel
evant to the field of organic electronics. In
particular, we aim to identify unprecedent
ed trends and structural motifs that lead to
assemblies of πconjugated molecules ex
hibiting improved semiconducting proper
ties (bottom right image in Scheme 1).[62]
In connection with the previous section,
this specific objective is also connected
with achieving predictive and accurate
modeling of these large molecular archi
tectures dominated by ubiquitous van der
Waals interactions.[63]

Conclusion

An overview of some of the challenges
associated with the description and analy

tion of an intramolecular variant of SAPT
has been one of our longterm goals. As a
preliminary step, we derived a zerothorder
wavefunction and energy[10] that excludes
the interactions between fragments of in
terest by making use of strictly localized
orbitals and the chemical Hamiltonian
approach. This formalism is suitable for
the application of biorthogonal perturba
tion theory[54] and for the derivation of the
first and second order energy formulae,
which will enable the decomposition of
the intramolecular interaction energy into
physically meaningful and intuitive energy
quantities akin to intermolecular SAPT.
The availability of such an approach would
open the door to address classes of prob
lems previously inaccessible.

Next to energydecomposition schemes,
molecular scalar fields can be very insight
ful to analyze chemical bonding patterns
of ground state molecules (e.g. ELF,[55,56]
LOL,[57] SEDD[58]) or noncovalent inter
actions (e.g. NCI[59]). These fields provide
direct information concerning the electron
ic distribution and character of chemical

bonds, lone pairs, and about regions where
molecules or intramolecular fragments
interact noncovalently. Our LOLIPOP[12]

criterion (see upper right image of Scheme
1) is based on a function of the kinetic en
ergy density called the Localized Orbital
Locator (LOL[57]) as originally proposed
by the group of Becke. LOLIPOP relies
upon a realization of fundamental impor
tance, namely that πdepleted polyaromat
ic molecules present superior πstacking
ability compared to rich πelectron cores.
The practical utility of LOLIPOP was
demonstrated by identifying tailored
chemosensors that were experimentally
shown to display remarkable sensitiv
ity and selectivity towards caffeine.[60]
More recently, our group has elaborated
a new densitydependent scalar field,
the Density Overlap Regions Indicator
(DORI),[14] which simultaneously detects
both covalent bonding patterns and non
covalent interactions. DORI has been ex
ploited to quantify electronic compactness
in molecular aggregates relevant to organic
electronics and to identify a correlation
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Fig. 1. Set of illustrative chemical phenomena[8,45] poorly described by standard density functionals (e.g. B3LYP and PBE) and corrected by dDsC.
The reference values for A are computed at the SCS-MP3/CBS level. For B and C, the experimental values[46–48] serve as a benchmark. The DFT
energies for A and B are computed with the def2-TZVP basis set. The cc-pVTZ and 6-31G* basis sets were used in C and D respectively.
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sis of ‘weak’ intra and intermolecular
interactions using quantum chemical ap
proaches has been provided. The most
widely used electronic structure frame
work does not properly describe these
crucial interactions. On this basis, we
summarized a handful of schemes devel
oped in our laboratory to address the in
ability of standard density functional ap
proximations to provide the correct –C

6
/R6

dependence, placing special emphasis on
intramolecular interactions. Next to deliv
ering robust atom pairwise dispersion cor
rections to DFTbased methods, we will
continue to introduce electronic structure
approaches for analyzing and possibly
predicting phenomena governed by in
tra and intermolecular interactions. Many
challenges remain, including achieving
accurate description beyond ground state
phenomena and devising the next genera
tion of DFT methods that can overcome
several shortcomings of density functional
approximations.
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